The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the U.S. Mexico Border
Assignment
1. Read WIPHS’ (Words in Progress by a History Student) short blog on “Distant vs. Close
reading”: https://wiphs.wordpress.com/2015/05/30/distant-vs-close-reading/
Define and identify the pros and cons of using each approach:

2. Go to https://doi.org/10.18738/T8/SHLESE and download the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo text files. Each file contains the text for an individual treaty article, so be sure to
download them all. If you download them together, be sure to unzip the downloaded .zip
folder before proceeding to the next step.
3. Go to https://voyant-tools.org/, click on “Upload”, and select all the (unzipped)
downloaded texts. You will use this tool to “distant read” the treaty and analyze its language.
4. Voyant-Tools will automatically remove stopwords—or commonly used words such as ‘the’,
‘and’, ‘a’—that dominate a text, but are not particularly useful in textual analysis. Given that
this is a ‘treaty’ that contains several ‘articles’ between the ‘republics’ and ‘governments’ of
‘Mexico’ and the ‘United’ States, we will add the following terms to the stopwords list in
Voyant-Tools so that they do not distract from more specific—and analytically significant—
words: mexican, mexico, united, states, government, republic, treaty, article, shall,
said. (Note: Visit https://voyant-tools.org/docs/#!/guide/stopwords to learn more about
stopwords and how to remove them from Voyant-Tools visualizations.) You will notice that
the Voyant-Tools Cirrus/Word Cloud visual on the top-left has changed with the removal of
these terms.
Based on the leftover terms, what might be some common themes throughout the
treaty?

5. In the same top-left window, select Terms (next to Cirrus) and check the box for the top
two words on the list. You will see that the Trends window on the top-right has changed to
only include these two words and where in the treaty they appear (indicated on the X-axis).
Identify the treaty article (Hint: only one) where both words appear the most and roughly
the same number of times. (Hint: The dots for each term in each treaty article should be
high on the Y-axis and close to each other.)
Which treaty article is this? Why are these two words tied so closely to each other in
this article? Does one word define the other? How so?

6. Go to the Contexts window (below the Trends window, on the bottom-right). In the textentry box towards the bottom of that window (to the left of the “context” slide bar) enter
two of the following terms: free, right* (the asterisk will include all words with the same
root, e.g. rights, righteous), enjoy*, and good*. (Hint: If you click on each term, the Reader
window at the center of the screen will navigate to that part of the treaty text for you to get
more context.)
How are the terms you selected defined in the text? What do these terms say about
the rights and privileges that are guaranteed to Mexican people? How are these
rights established?

7. Go back to the Terms window on the top-left side and uncheck the top two terms you had
checked in question #5 above. In the text-entry box towards the bottom of that window
enter the term indian*. Check the resulting box in the Terms list.
In what article is this term mostly used? How is the term defined? What verbs are
associated with this term and what do these verbs say about the relationship between
Natives and either country?

8. What type of relationship does this treaty presume to establish? Are there any
prevailing terms that allude to this type of relationship?

9. Near the bottom of the Trends (top-right) window enter boundary* in the text entry box to
the right of the “Reset” button.
What treaty article has the most mentions of words related to ‘boundary’? Why does
it contain so many instances of the term, and what does it say about the purpose of
this treaty article?

10. Examine Ephraim Gilman’s 1848 map of the United States (Click on the magnifying glass
below the image to enlarge it):
https://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2009/winter/gilman-map.html.
Up until 1848, how many times has the U.S. boundary changed? What major
historical events prompted these changes? How does the boundary between these
nations change? What seems to determine how a boundary is set? Why do you think
that is?

11. Alongside the treaty, take a look at this map:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g4410.ct000581/?r=0.384,0.309,0.125,0.104,0
As a result of the treaty, where did the Texas-Mexico boundary end up? Having
analyzed the changing border throughout the 19th century, what about this final
border decision might be significant?

12. Based on your ‘distant’, ‘close’, and ‘map’ reading, do you think this treaty has been
carried out in its full capacity over the past century and a half? Why or why not?
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